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TOP 50 B-SCHOOLS (WITH IIMs)
RANK
NAME OF THE B-SCHOOL
1 Indian Institute of Management (IIM-Ahmedabad)
2 Indian Institute Of Management (IIM-Bangalore)
3 Indian Institute Of Management (IIM-Calcutta)
4 Indian Institute Of Management (IIM-Lucknow)
5 Indian Institute Of Management (IIM-Indore)
6 Indian School of Business (ISB), Hyderabad
7 Xavier Labour Relation Institute School Of Management,
(XLRI), Jamshedpur
8 Indian Institute Of Management (IIM-Kozhikode)
9 Faculty of Management Studies (FMS), Delhi
10 Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT), Delhi
11 Amity Business School, Noida
12 Tata Institute Of Social Sciences (TISS), Mumbai
13 Loyola Institute Of Business Administration (LIBA), Chennai
14 Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT), Kolkata
15 Department of Management Studies (IIT-Delhi)
16 Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies (JBIMS),
Mumbai
17 Symbiosis Institute Of Business Management (SIBM), Pune
18 Management Development Institute (MDI), Gurgaon
19 S.P. Jain Institute Of Management & Research (SPJIMR),
Mumbai
20 Narsee Monjee Institute Of Management Studies (NMIMS),
Mumbai
21 ICFAI Business School(IBS), Hyderabad
22 Department of Industrial and Management Engineering
(IIT-Kanpur)
23 Symbiosis Institute of Business Management (SIBM)
Bangalore
24 Symbiosis Centre For Management And Human Resource
Development (SCMHRD), Pune
25 Welingkar Institute of Management Mumbai
26 Symbiosis Institute of International Business (SIIB), Pune
27 National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli
28 Institute of Management, Nirma University, Ahmedabad
29 ICFAI Business School (IBS), Mumbai
30 Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Ghaziabad
31 Department of Management Studies (IIT-Roorkee)
32 Great Lakes Institute of Management (GLIM), Chennai
33 Mudra Institute of Communications, Ahmedabad (MICA)
34 Institute of Rural Management (IRMA), Anand (Gujarat)
35 SRM University, Chennai
36 ICFAI Business School (IBS), Gurgaon
37 K.J.Somaiya Institute of Management Studies & Research
(SIMSR), Mumbai
38 Xavier Institute of Management (XIMB), Bhubaneshwar
39 Indian Institute of Management (IIM-Shillong)
40 Shailesh J. Mehta School of Management (IIT-Mumbai)
41 VIT University, Vellore
42 National Institue of Industrial Engineering (NITIE), Mumbai
43 T.A. Pai Management Institute (TAPMI), Manipal
44 Welingkar Institute of Management Development &
Research, Bangalore
45 Goa Institute of Management (GIM), Goa
46 Xavier Institute of Management & Research (XIMR),
Mumbai
47 PSG Institute of Management (PSGIM), Coimbatore
48 SIES College Of Management Studies, Mumbai
49 Birla Institute of Management Technology (BIM Tech), Delhi
50 Department of Management Studies (IIT-Chennai)
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TOP 50 B-SCHOOLS (WITHOUT IIMs)
RANK
NAME OF THE B-SCHOOL
1 Indian School of Business (ISB), Hyderabad
2

Xavier Labour Relation Institute School Of Management
(XLRI), Jamshedpur

3

Faculty of Management Studies (FMS), Delhi

4

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT), Delhi

5

Amity Business School, Noida

6

Tata Institute Of Social Sciences (TISS), Mumbai

7

Loyola Institute Of Business Administration (LIBA), Chennai

8

Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT), Kolkata

9

Department of Management Studies (IIT-Delhi)

10 Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies (JBIMS),
Mumbai
11 Symbiosis Institute Of Business Management (SIBM), Pune
12 Management Development Institute (MDI), Gurgaon
13 S.P. Jain Institute Of Management & Research (SPJIMR),
Mumbai
14 Narsee Monjee Institute Of Management Studies (NMIMS),
Mumbai
15 ICFAI Business School(IBS), Hyderabad
16 Department of Industrial and Management Engineering
(IIT-Kanpur)
17 Symbiosis Institute of Business Management (SIBM),
Bangalore
18 Symbiosis Centre For Management And Human Resource
Development (SCMHRD), Pune
19 Welingkar Institute of Management, Mumbai
20 Symbiosis Institute of International Business (SIIB), Pune
21 National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli
22 Institute of Management, Nirma University, Ahmedabad
23 ICFAI Business School(IBS), Mumbai
24 Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Ghaziabad
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that make all the
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MET is changing the
corporate world
scenario since 1989

Welingkar is
churning out
managers that are
future-ready

DSIMS offers a series
of unique
interventions for
new-age managers

i Connect is a next-gen
business education
program offered by ITM

More B-Schools that
can be considered to
pursue MBA Program

Vidyalankar is
redefining
managerial skills

ITM-IFM gives the
opportunity to further
redefine business
talents

iFEEL trains
students to scale
the corporate
ladder faster

hile compiling the Top 50 B-School
Survey 2013, the key challenge
was to differentiate the rankings
published by The Times Group versus the
rankings published elsewhere. It was
agreed upon to include key stakeholders
in the survey for it to be broad-based and
reflect the opinions of the different stakeholder segments. Primarily, the Top 50
B-School Survey involved two components:
Perceptual and Fact-based surveys.
REFINING THE NUMBER GAME
Perceptual Survey: A structured questionnaire was administered in face-to-face
interviews or over the emails to four key
stakeholder segments: current attendees,
MBA aspirants, alumni and recruiters.
All in all, a target of 2,161 respondents was
achieved across eight cities: Delhi,
Lucknow, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata,
Patna, Mumbai and Ahmedabad. The
respondents were asked to rate the
B-Schools based on seven parameters:

W

quality of students, quality of faculty, quality of academic inputs (method of teaching, number of lecture hours per subject
in a term, total number of credits/ papers
needed to be cleared to get the degree,
total number of dropouts per batch), quality of physical infrastructure (hostel
accommodation, laptops/PCs for students,
books/online catalogues in the library,
Wireless Internet facility, subscription to
foreign journals/online databases, extracurricular facilities), value placed by the
market on a student, international initiatives and engagement initiatives (management development programs conducted, alumni meets undertaken across cities,
number of books and articles in journals
published by permanent faculty in an
academic year, industry conferences/
seminars organised, total revenue generated from consultancy assignments/
incubation cells/ projects undertaken).
The information collected highlighted

B-SCHOOL
UNPLUGGED
THE TIMES GROUP-TNS B-SCHOOL
SURVEY 2013 INVOLVED TWO
COMPONENTS: PERCEPTUAL AND
FACT-BASED SURVEYS. A TARGET
OF 2,161 RESPONDENTS ACROSS
EIGHT CITIES WAS ACHIEVED.
THIS IS APART FROM THE 250
B-SCHOOLS WHO WERE
CONTACTED FOR THE SURVEY.
THE SURVEYS WERE CARRIED OUT
FROM NOVEMBER 2012 TO
FEBRUARY 2013

the importance of the seven parameters
using a 100-point chip sum game. Further,
it provided the ranking of the respondent’s
top 10 B-Schools on each of the seven
parameters (for example: Rank 1 for the
top B-School and Rank 10 for the 10 th
B-School).
Significantly, to avoid the possibility of a
biased opinion, a respondent’s alma-mater
was excluded from the rankings in the case
of attendees, alumni and recruiters. The
Perceptual Survey Rankings include only
those B-Schools from which at least two batches have passed out (institutes that are
operational since 2008 or earlier).
Continued on page 2

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE B-SCHOOL
SURVEY, LOG ON TO: WWW.TIMESBSCHOOLSURVEY.COM

IMT BREAKS THE MOULD
TO TAKE ON THE FUTURE
I
MT Ghaziabad is undertaking
rigorous future-ready initiatives under the mission:
‘Local Depth, Global Breadth’.
This is manifested in terms of a
new ‘practicum’-oriented pedagogy placing students with marquee companies. Ninety per cent
of its faculty are teaching abroad
(and at IIMs). The institute has
the best research records nationally and 40% of its students are
getting international exposure in
the course of their education at
IMT, including internships.
The institute has been featured
in every major ranking.IMT was
ranked third in Outlook India's
ranking of private B-Schools, the
Economic
Times
ranked IMT seventh
overall and fifth as per
the perception of corporates in 2011; IMT
was also awarded the
highest-possible A***
(a triple-star) rating by
CRISIL.
IMT Ghaziabad has
consistently been in
the most-respected
Top 10 rankings in India for several years now. With its
entry into the CNBC Top 10 in
2013, IMT breaks into yet another
prestigious ranking.
IMT was ranked ninth by
Business India and Businessworld
respectively in 2012. Earlier this

Dr Banerjee said, “Globalisation,
technology and the environmental crisis are combining to pose
unprecedented and complex challenges to our society. They are also
throwing up incredible opportunities. But as Albert Einstein said,
‘The same knowledge that created our present-day problems cannot be expected to show ways of
solving them’.We have to step out
of all boxes. This explains IMT’s
reinvention agenda: to be ready
for the future before it appears-if
possible, to help shape it rather
than being surprised when it
drops in.”
A PhD from Purdue and Pro>> DR BIBEK BANERJEE,
fessor of Marketing at the IIM
DIRECTOR OF IMT GHAZIABAD
Ahmedabad prior to
his appointment at
IMT
Ghaziabad,
Dr Banerjee’s mantra
GLOBALISATION, TECHNOLOGY
for building a futureAND THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ready B-School is investing in top-class
CRISIS ARE COMBINING TO
faculty, undertaking
POSE UNPRECEDENTED AND
incisive research and
adopting contempoCOMPLEX CHALLENGES TO
rary teaching methOUR SOCIETY
ods. He has also piloted strategic interyear, Dr Bibek Banerjee, Director
national collaborations and partof IMT Ghaziabad, received the
nerships for IMT with GEM
AIMS International Oustanding
France for its prestigious DoctorB-School Director of the Year
ate in Business Administration
Award from the Director of IIM
(DBA) degree, a specialised MBA
Bangalore.
on Service Management with ISS
Speaking about the award,
Hamburg, and another with

Kellogg in the area of Rural Business Innovation.
The institute guided by its
Director has launched a Doctor of
Business Administration (DBA)
program jointly with Grenoble
Ecole de Management (GEM),
France, a global leader in management education. “This first-ofits-kind degree program in India
will give the executive talent in India an opportunity to leverage
their rich and deep experience at
work to obtain a globallyrenowned doctoral degree without having to leave their jobs in India,” says Dr Banerjee. The IMTGEM joint DBA is one of the six
such programs in the world to be
accredited by AMBA (Association
of MBAs).
The DBA is a unique researchbased, issue-driven qualification
offered across India and France

and focuses on the broad areas of
management of technology, organisational design and innovation, mixing academic rigour and
relevant business practices. This
three-year program is structured
to facilitate part-time study so that
students can combine ongoing careers with their doctoral research,
incorporate the same in their managerial practice and attain the
highest possible level of business
qualification.
This program is divided into two
stages wherein the first stage students learn research methodology and data analysis techniques
whereas the second consists primarily of individual research, under the supervision of a fully-qualified professor with broad range
of expertise and international reputation in technology, innovation
and change management.

25 Department of Management Studies (IIT-Roorkee)
26 Great Lakes Institute of Management (GLIM), Chennai
27 Mudra Institute of Communications (MICA), Ahmedabad

THE CORPORATE EDGE

28 Institute of Rural Management (IRMA), Anand (Gujarat)
29 SRM University, Chennai
30 ICFAI Business School(IBS), Gurgaon
31 K.J.Somaiya Institute of Management Studies & Research
(SIMSR), Mumbai
32 Xavier Institute of Management (XIMB), Bhubaneshwar
33 Shailesh J. Mehta School of Management(IIT-Mumbai)
34 VIT University, Vellore
35 National Institue of Industrial Engineering (NITIE), Mumbai
36 T.A. Pai Management Institute (TAPMI), Manipal
37 Welingkar Institute of Management Development &
Research, Bangalore
38 Goa Institute of Management (GIM), Goa
39 Xavier Institute of Management & Research (XIMR),
Mumbai
40 PSG Institute of Management (PSGIM), Coimbatore
41 SIES College Of Management Studies, Mumbai
42 Birla Institute of Management Technology (BIM Tech), Delhi

anav Rachna Educational Institutions
(MREI) was founded in 1997. The institutions have grown to become one
of the best education entities in the country
and have built a reputation for excellence in
professional education and research.
Faculty of Management Studies (FMS) under MRIU, which was established in 2008, have
become one of the top ranked B-Schools and
is ranked among the Top 10 by Mail Today
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Survey and by India’s best B-School survey 2012
by Career 360. It was the only B-School to be featured from north India in CNN-IBN’s ‘Shining
B-Schools of India’ series in January 2013.
FMS believes in holistic learning and development of students through innovative pedagogy based on experiential learning and intensive trainings in employability skills, life
skills and communication skills through activities such as field trainings, live projects and
outbound trainings. FMS also believes that education should be within the reach of every student. Hence, the various programs fee structure is quite competitive and reasonable.
FMS-MRIU offers diverse and industry
focused programs such as: Masters in Business Administration with Dual specialisation

in various subjects such as:
z Finance (in collaboration with KPMG)
z Healthcare Management (in collaboration

with Fortis)
z Human Resource Management (in collabo-

ration with Hay)
Marketing Management
International Business
Information Technology
Media Management (in collaboration with
Ichieve)
Executive MBA: Leadership and Strategy Management (in collaboration with JBM-Hay) MA
in Applied Psychology, BSc, Hotel Management,
Doctoral Programs in Management. FMS has
tie ups with world renowned consultancies as
their academic partners such as KPMG for
Finance courses, Fortis for Healthcare
z
z
z
z

43 Department of Management Studies (IIT-Chennai)
44 Department of Business Management, Kolkata
45 Amrita School of Business, Coimbatore
46 The Oxford College of Business Management
47 Institute for Technology and Management (ITM), Mumbai
48 Vinod Gupta School of Management (IIT-Kharagpur)
49 IMS, Noida
50 Chennai Business School, Chennai

CMYK

Management, Hay Group for HR, JBM for Executive MBA and Icheive for Media Management where the corporate experts from these
companies would be taking the classes for their
respective specialisations and also provide placements.
Placement and Corporate Interface: FMS has
achieved 100% placements in 200-plus companies over the past years where the students have
been placed in renowned companies such as
Maruti, TCS, HCL, Ceasefire, Hewitt, Indiabulls, Justdial, Naukri.com, Citibank, IBM,
99acres, Escorts, Wipro, Techmahindra, Yes
Bank, Birla Sunlife and many more.
Human Lab: This makes it one of the first institutes in the entire Haryana and Delhi-NCR
to undertake such an initiative. The lab
undertakes Assessment and Psychometric profiling to Support for Emotional, Behavioural
and Mental problems; Training and Development, Research and Construction of Instruments for Psychometric evaluation. This makes
FMS a premier institute which not only connects students to the real world of opportunities, but also a place for self knowledge and self
enhancement.
Faculty of Management
Studies, Manav Rachna
International University
Sector 43, Delhi Surajkund Road,
Aravalli Hills, Faridabad,
Phone: +91-129-4259000
www.mriu.edu.in
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LPU: THE
EMERGING
B-SCHOOL

zz ASHOK MITTAL, CHANCELLOR, LOVELY
PROFESSIONAL UNIVERSITY

z KINDLY SHARE THE MANTRA OF LPU’S
SUCCESS ON INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES
FRONT?
Since its inception, LPU has subscribed to
the education model followed by the best of
the global universities - especially the leading US and UK-based universities. Our curriculum, pedagogy, infrastructure, systems
and processes - are all as per international
standards. This has made various international universities, identify with LPU more
easily, as we are on the same wavelength as
they are. The similarities between us and
them have fuelled closer cooperation in providing world class education. Consequently,
LPU has tie ups with 35 universities across
the globe, namely USA, UK, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, Brazil,
among others.
zENUMERATE THE STEPS TAKEN BY LPU IN
PLACING A HIGH-QUALITY FACULTY TEAM FOR
ITS B-SCHOOL?
At LPU, we are very particular and choosy
when it comes to selecting people who will
man our classrooms in the teaching capacity.
We have hired some of the best brains of the
country, graduating from premiere institutes
of India and abroad. Their skills are further
refined through regular FDPs (faculty development programs) encouraging research
and exposure to various symposiums, conferences and conclaves. The university has put
in place an extensive research facility in the
shape of 1.5 lakh sq. ft. of research block for
faculty and students alike to kindle the spark
of inventiveness and inquisition.
z WHAT ARE THE INITIATIVES TAKEN BY LPU
TO DEVELOP ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS
AMONGST ITS STUDENTS?
The university has a dedicated department of Entrepreneurship Development to
further the culture of entrepreneurship
amongst students where expert advice and

consultation is rendered to them to undertake business initiatives in the domain of
their liking. The department acts as an incubator for new and ingenious ideas that
can be transformed into successful business
ventures. LPU assists its students and faculty to undertake such ventures by providing
technical and financial resources in a sizable proportion. The evolution of LPU UniMall, the retail marketing hub run and managed by the students, has further reinforced
the entrepreneurship drive undertaken by
the University. The UniMall serves as a testing ground to assess the entrepreneurshiporiented skills of students in a controlled
environment, before taking plunge in the
open market. The success of university’s
mega-departmental store ‘Wannabuy’ and
other projects bears testimony to the fact
that the university has delivered on the
count of promoting entrepreneurship
streaks amongst the students.
z LPU IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE ONE OF THE
MOST DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS,
HOW DOES IT HELP IN THE LEARNING
PROCESS?
At present, we have students from 26 countries from all across the globe, namely the
US, Africa, Europe, Australia and Asia. In
the national context; we have students from
28 states of the country, making LPU a melting point of cross-cultural learning. After
their classes, students gather together for
discussions amongst themselves, striving to
learn from each other's culture, experiences
and knowledge. The students from different
cultures have set up a mega network, where
they pool their academic resources and
strive to work on common projects - bringing different perspectives while solving a
common problem. Also, management is also
about building network and at LPU MBA
students are able to make global connection
for life time.
z LPU HAS RECENTLY SHOT UP IN VARIOUS
RANKING...
LPU has set a target of featuring in the
list of top 200 universities of the world by
2020; thereby adopting a tepid approach towards comparison with others in the fray.
We have set a path to traverse, and we are
happy that the distance travelled so far has
been appreciated and recognised by students
and academic fraternity worldwide. Various
credible rating agencies through their assessment of LPU, has motivated us to scale
further heights in the realm of provision of
best quality education. Outlook, India Today,
to name a few, through their rankings have
acknowledged LPU as the new education
powerhouse in the delivery of quality education. Not only at national level but also at international forums, LPU has been adulated
as an emerging global player in quality education. Recently, LPU was awarded as Best
Emerging B-School in Asia in Singapore.
z KINDLY TELL US ABOUT YOUR PLACEMENT
RECORD?
Nearly 300 global and Indian super
brands, including PSUs from diverse sectors
like manufacturing, IT/ITeS, banking, insurance, hospitality, healthcare management, pharma, infrastructure have hired
LPU students. Some of the companies that
have recently recruited students from LPU
include Asian Paints, ICICI, Tommy Hilfiger,
Pepsi, Naukari.com, Reliance Money, to
name a few.

TRUE GRIT: MET MBA

MET LEAGUE OF COLLEGES: MENTORING SHARP PROFESSIONALS
AND ENTREPRENEURS FOR CORPORATE LEADERSHIP SINCE 1989

zz WORLD CLASS MET CAMPUS
AT BHUJBAL KNOWLEDGE CENTRE, MUMBAI
(INSET) MR. PANKAJ C. BHUJBAL, TRUSTEE, MET

ET (Mumbai Educational
Trust) Schools of Management is a conglomerate
of premier B-Schools which is driven by a single-minded focus on imparting quality education. With a
mission to redefine the system of
education, MET was established in
1989. It is a professionally-managed,
multi-disciplinary and multifaceted oasis of knowledge. Its premier educational institutes conduct
university-accredited and autonomous courses to help young
professionals face the challenges
and make their mark in the corporate world.
Set up with a mission to offer excellence in professional education,
Bhujbal Knowledge Centre, Mumbai and Bhujbal Knowledge City,
Nashik, MET have institutes
equipped with the state-of-the-art
infrastructure, dedicated faculty,
which delivers world-class learning systems and an innovative approach to academics. MET has consistently created participative learning platforms by providing opportunities to interact with global
knowledge leaders, entrepreneurs,
scholars, statesmen and social reformers.
Their efforts have been acknowledged by the UN (ECOSOC),
New York, where MET students
have added value by helping them
set up a Paperless Committee,
which is contributing immensely
towards saving trees and preserving the environment.
MET offers varied flagship business management programmes
to suit the demands of industry
and students’ needs:
z Masters in Management Studies
(MMS)
z Executive Management Programmes (MMM, MIM, MFM,
MHRDM)
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z Campus-based

e-empowered
MBA(eMBA)
z eMBA-Finance (Banking and
Insurance)
z eMBA-Insurance, in partnership
with The CII (Chartered Insurance Institute, London)
z Post-Graduate Diploma in Management (e-Business) - PGDM
(e-Business)
z PG in Mass Media Management
z Distance learning programmes
in Management
Affiliated to the University
of Mumbai and offering the

been the autonomous campus-based
e-empowered MBA (eMBA) course
that MET launched in the late ’90s,
bringing together the e-commerce
and management streams in an attempt to ensure corporate success.
Moreover, being ahead of its time,
the course has saved the industry
the efforts of training students in
the area of e-business that has been
gradually but definitely replacing
traditional working systems. In
keeping with the times, MET has
added the digital marketing streams
to make the course more viable to
industry requirements.
Another need of the industry that
MET has fulfilled is in the sunrise
sectors of banking and insurance.
Given the need for trained professionals to replace general employees that were earlier absorbed by
the insurance industry, MET offers
students specific training in the areas of core banking and insurance,
to serve the increasing need of a
developing country for informed
professionals in this area. Working
in both the national and international arenas, they have brought
their knowledge of e-commerce, finance and the specifics of banking
and insurance to further the busi-

zz MR. CHHAGAN BHUJBAL, FOUNDER CHAIRMAN, MET, WITH THE CHIEF GUEST AT
THE RECENTLY HELD MET CONVOCATION

University Degree entitled Masters
in Management Studies (MMS),
MET blends the credibility of the
University course that some of the
more traditional employers rely
upon with offering unique learning systems and additional inputs
to address niche areas. This also
serves to iron out specific issues
that might arise from the student
composition by training students
in foreign languages and aiding
their communication through language training offered through the
Language Laboratory to give them
greater confidence.
A unique step undertaken has

ness of the sectors.
MET also has campus-based
e-empowered MBA in the insurance
sector, in collaboration with The
Chartered Insurance Institute, London, through which MET offers international exposure and certification to students. This helps students develop a holistic view towards business gaining an edge
through an exposure to international practices and expectations.
MET has set up the Post-Graduate Diploma in Management
(e-Business), which has the
approval of AICTE. A programme
that has produced cutting-edge

3

students and gained immense popularity within five years of its
launch. It has won the Best PGDM
Specialisation Award for Indian
Business Schools.
MET Institute of Mass Media
(MET IMM) programme offers specialisations in the business management of advertising, journalism
and entertainment. Through a series of interactive sessions and evaluations, the students are guided to
self-actualise, pitch and position
themselves and strike winning ratio with the professional challenges
of the industry. What makes it more
dynamic and successful as a postgraduate programme is the
state-of-the-art infrastructure of the
B-School and some of the most reputed industry experts associated
as faculty members.
INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATIONS:
To create local citizens with a
global perspective, MET has established tie-ups with the Michigan State University, Tianjin University and Hawaii University, the
last of which is in the area of
community colleges, through
which there is an attempt to
reach out to the underprivileged
sections of the society. MET’s empathy for this section of the social
order has also led them to adopt a
village at Waliv, Vasai and offer
women from the location training
in areas that would empower
them to earn a living.
SPECIAL INITIATIVES: MET is the
first and only B-School in the country that has set up a Centre for Organisational Positivity. Through
this centre, MET is studying the
measures taken by organisations,
using innovative practice to build
and sustain positivity, aiding in
bringing about a conducive atmosphere at the workplace. This would
help MET build models that could
be replicated by varied organisations and institutions to foster a
change that would help retain talent and build commitment.
MET has sound understanding
of the pulse of the youth and an
awareness of what needs to be done
to rise up to the challenges of the
future. Mr. Pankaj C. Bhujbal,
Trustee, MET, says, “It is no doubt
that our youth today have immense
talent and potential. What they lack
is the focus and attitude that would
help them reach the top. In hindsight, we can say what management
education delivers to the youth is
true grit- not merely to stave off the
challenge but conquer it for the benefit of the inclusive society we seek
to build.”
Toll-free No.: 1800-22-0234 or
SMS ‘MET’ to 95373 44666
Email:
communications@met.edu
www.met.edu
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DESIGN THINKING CAN INFUSE
OXYGEN INTO B-SCHOOLS
anagement education has become mired in mundane platitudes. This has reduced the capability of business school graduates to understand and appreciate the concerns of
the society at large and lessened efficacy
of enterprises that employ these graduates, to address the broader societal issues. It is critical to infuse oxygen into
B-Schools to change this situation. Former Chairman of the University Grants
Commission (UGC), Dr Arun Nigavekar,
has recently emphasised the need to
shun the old curriculum in management
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social venture competition for interdisciplinary innovations with commercial viability, aimed at reducing poverty in developing countries. Ronak shared her ideas
for 'Srujna,' a project to create sustainable
livelihood for marginalised sections of
the society. A pilot project was successfully undertaken for imparting vocational
training in jewellery-making to a group of
30 women who were rescued victims of
human trafficking. Their team emerged
victorious among applicants from 49
countries and also received recognition
from the prestigious Indian organisations

`

we make you tomorrow-ready today
oday’s economic conditions globally have put industries on a cautious
path. CEOs all over the
globe are feeling increasingly challenged by the complexities of the
environment as they find their organisations ill-equipped to cope
with situations that are new,
volatile and uncertain. Hence,
companies are wary about the way
forward. The leaders of tomorrow
will have to possess innovative
mindsets that look beyond the obvious, creative ‘out-of-the-box’
ideas and a fire in the belly to turn
them into sustainable solutions
for the benefit of the society, the
organisation and the individual.
Welingkar’s lead in reinventing
management education by offering an AICTE approved two-year
full-time PGDM-Business Design
program, with ‘Design Thinking’
and ‘Innovation’ at its core, was
driven by the need to place our
graduates in a commanding position in the contemporary corporate world.
‘Design thinking’ is now a common thread that runs through each
of Welingkar's AICTE approved
two-year full-time PGDM programs
like e-Biz, Business Design, Family-Managed Business, Retail,
Healthcare, and the recently introduced Rural Management as
this promises to be an effective tool
on managing today's as well as tomorrow’s complexities. A design
thinker sees constraints not as limitations but as opportunities for
creating unique solutions by visualising unseen objects that meet
real world needs. Design thinking
is optimistic, constructive, and experiential and is targeted directly
to the end user's facility, benefit
and delight. It is a 180-degree inversion of the top down approach.
This approach has been manifested in the programs and pedagogy at Welingkar.
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Prof Dr Uday Salunkhe is the Group Director of Welingkar Institute of
Management Development & Research (WeSchool). Member, Senate
for University of Mumbai. Chairman, LMC for Association of
Management Development Institutions in South Asia (AMDISA).
Former President NHRDN Mumbai Chapter and Association of Indian
Management Schools (AIMS). Eisenhower Fellow 2012
education and prepare CEOs by directing
them to set goals and develop the necessary skills to pursue them. Many have
pointed out that B-Schools are not adequately sensitive to the problems and
challenges of the society at large, which
has a direct bearing on goal setting.
The Design approach could help
reach and transform the lives of
‘more people’
Design thinking, a tried-and-tested instrument, is laterally and holistically innovative in its approach and equips the
manager to overcome these hurdles and
move closer to the solution. The distinctive traits of Design Thinking are that it
demands inquiry into accepted notions,
multi-sensory perception, cross domain
application and prototyping.
This can be illustrated with the help of
live examples. Ronak Gandhi, 2010-12 at
Welingkar Institute of Management Development and Research(WeSchool) ,
brought home laurels from the Global Social Entrepreneurship Competition
(GSEC) held at Seattle, USA. A global

like IIM C, NSDC, CII, among others.
Similarly, another example is Breson
Wind Turbines, an entrepreneurial initiative by Bhupesh Sharma, was nominated
for TATA FIRST DOT, a nationwide contest of start-ups, conducted by the National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN). Breson has been making quite a dent in wind
power generation within the urban space
by offering a solution that allows low-cost
power generation within the congested environs of urban and suburban areas, with
a sustainable design that remains productive even when the wind speed is low. The
Breson model represents not only what we
need here and now, but also, what keeps
our tomorrow clean, safe and healthy.
Both these examples are about the ability to work on innovative ideas that make
an impact of a large number of people at
the Bottom of the Pyramid or a marginalised population. This approach has the
potential to design the future and
B-School students with this skill can expect to play a significant role in this
process.

Reaching the bottom of the
pyramid – the program way
Renowned Management Guru,
the late Dr. C. K. Prahalad prophesied that fortune lies at the bottom of the pyramid. As the outreach of education, rising income
levels and subsequent aspiration
levels enabled by advancement in
I&CT develops the rural sector as
a viable vibrant market, the dearth
of business managers who understand the pulse of the rural sector
and can provide insights about this
emerging market to the companies
has emerged as a yawning gap.
This has created a big demand in
the corporate sector for human resource that specialise in this area.
Banks, telecom, insurance, FMCG,
micro-credit and IT companies,
struggle to find managers well
trained managers in the areas of
finance, marketing, operations, logistics, IT, human resource and innovation, who will understand and
empathise with the rural settings
in India's vast hinterland.
This opportunity prompted Welingkar to launch its AICTE approved two-year full-time PGDM
courses on Rural Management
(Emerging Economy) offering
the students not only the latest syllabus in core management, but
also on innovation and opportunity creation in the emerging markets. The program prepares the
student to work in any industry
sector of their choice with premium knowledge about the rural
sector, facilitated by on-field rural
projects and research experience
through rural internship.
The newly initiated PGDM
Healthcare Management program is yet another program
based on the same philosophy.
The course in Healthcare Management is designed to meet the
ever-increasing demand in the
growing economy of India. A management graduate who studies

only general functional areas such
as marketing, production, finance
will need to develop an appreciation of the healthcare domain to
contribute meaningfully to this
sector. Similarly, a health science
professional lacks knowledge and
application of management principles. The healthcare sector is getting more and more organised and
has created a need for a large number of trained professionals in this
burgeoning service industry.
This course can be adapted by
freshers, supervisors, junior-level executives and middle level
managers, as well as medical doctors, nursing home/ diagnostic
center owners, who wish to
strengthen their management
skills and application in people
management, finance, operation,
communication and other areas
in the healthcare sector.
UNIQUE OUTCOMES NEED NEW
PEDAGOGY:
Welingkar's cutting-edge pedagogy and content delivery mechanism have given birth to unique
concepts like ‘Integrative Manager’ wherein multi-disciplinary concepts are taught through team
teaching to nurture ‘T-shaped’ professionals of the future who have
the depth of domain knowledge
and the width of overall perspective and sensitivity to the organisation and community. Under the
Global Citizen Leadership Program
students work on real-life issues
related to rural, healthcare, innovation, social issues, HR, urban issues, infrastructure, process and
systems & IT and energy, among
others. The program is being delivered by Leadership beyond
Boundaries, a global initiative by
the Centre for Creative Leadership'
(CCL), a premier educational institution in the world focused exclusively on democratizing leadership development.

This and more is what the
WeSchool environment is about.
We welcome you to explore the
World of Welingkar (WOW) and to
participate in the selection process
for 2013-15, all you need to do is fill
out a Common application form
which allows you to apply to all
the nine PGDM programs across
our campuses at Mumbai and Bengaluru.
ABOUT OUR UNIQUE PROFILE
BASED SELECTION PROCESS
Welingkar's profile-based selection process assigns significant
value to previous academic performance, extracurricular activities, application form essay questions, work experience, GDPI, creativity test and psychometric test
along with written test percentiles.
This facilitates an aspirant's admission to Welingkar's prestigious
two-year full-time PGDM courses.
These are a wide range of new, future-ready careers that make a
switch from the conventional package-dominated choices to flexible
options that contribute to overall
quality of life.
For more information on free
counselling sessions scheduled in
your city, call on the numbers given below.

Contact Details: Prin.
L N Welingkar Institute
of Management
Development & Research
MUMBAI: L N Road,
Matunga CR,
Mumbai 400 019
Tel: 022 - 24198300
Ext 8149/ 8150/ 8151
BENGALURU Campus:
080-42678300
Delhi Office: 098107 75668/
098212 17105
Kolkata Office: 098363 56784
Email:
admissions@welingkar.org
www.welingkar.org
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THE MAKING OF A MANAGER @ DSIMS
DURGADEVI SARAF INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES (DSIMS) HAS BEEN ENVISIONED AS
A WORLD-CLASS INSTITUTE THAT WILL BE A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND CONSULTANCY
SIMS is a fast growing
B-School in Mumbai, which is
promoted by the Rajasthani
Sammelan. From schools to
professional educational
institutions, Rajasthani Sammelan
has been active in the education
sector for over six decades. The
institute has been named after Shri
Mahavirprasadji's Saraf mother, the
late Smt. Durgadevi Saraf. The
institute aims at providing
professional management education
to students and thereby provides
highly motivated and skilled
management professionals to the
industry.
THE DSIMS PHILOSOPHY: To meet
the requirement of the industry and
to keep the sanctity of the classroom
learning, DSIMS has developed a
series of unique interventions - a
unique blended pedagogy which
aims to produce a day-one, job-ready
manager. To know more, visit
ww.dsims.org.in
HANDPICKED FACULTY POOL: The
faculty pool strikes a healthy
balance between permanent faculty
and visiting faculty from some of
the best B-Schools in India and
overseas. The international faculty
teaches a complete course at DSIMS.
The faculty team is led by the
Director, Dr Rakesh Singh, a
distinguished economist and social
scientist. Dr Singh has taught at
some of the best B-Schools across
the globe, including INSEAD, Athens
University, IIM Kolkata and Ranchi,
ISB Hyderabad, Great Lakes
Institute of Management Studies,
Chennai, among others.
THE PEDAGOGY: DSIMS has
adopted a blended pedagogy where
classroom learning is integrated
with some of the best practices in
management education.
The teaching methodology
comprises lectures, case studies,
projects, assignments and
presentations coupled with guest
lectures, field trips and live projects.
Students are expected to spend
considerable time for self study and

D

come prepared for classes.
THE COURSES: The vision is to offer
something relevant and impactful
professional course to a wide crosssection of students and working
executives. The institute offers a
wide range of courses including:
z Two-year AICTE approved PGDMwith focus areas of Financial
Markets, Marketing and
Communications, Logistics and
Supply Chain and Organisational
Psychology and HRM.
z Two-year MMS affiliated to the
University of Mumbai with

specialisations in Finance,
Marketing, HRM and Operations.
z Three-year part-time program
affiliated to the University of
Mumbai leading to the degree of
MMM, MFM and MHRDM.
z One-year Executive Program in
Management - to suit the
requirement of aspiring
managers.
THE DIFFERENTIATORS: To meet the
requirement of the Industry and to
keep the sanctity of the classroom
learning, DSISM has developed a
unique feature - The Manager in
Making or MiM program.

OBJECTIVES OF MIM
The MiM program provides:
z Job Market Recognition and
Differentiation
z Bridge across Disciplines and
Functional Knowledge
z First-hand Experience of
Managers' Business Challenges
z Business Perspective on Critical
Social, Economic and Political
Issues
z Opportunity to See Dynamics of
Innovation and Change
The MiM program is divided in
three broad disciplines:
Personal Excellence: A series of
measures to enhance the personality
and personal effectiveness of the
students.
Professional Excellence: A series of
measures to enhance the
professional skills of students and
equip them with a more balanced
and global view of developments
that affect their chosen firm, sector
and the economy.
Innovative Excellence: A series of
measures that aim develop
contemporary perspectives and next
best practices among students to
enhance your employability.
IMMERSIONS: Social Sensitivity:
To help students to imbibe the spirit
of social sensitivity and inclusive
growth, students associate
themselves with social groups and
NGOs of their choice to undertake
projects for social causes, physically
challenged individuals or welfare
initiatives to bring worthwhile
differences to the society at large
and the cause in particular, and
personally enriching themselves in
the process.
Rural Immersion: Rural Immersion
Program at DSIMS helps students
understand rural markets, supply
chains, rural consumers and
potential models through field trips
over a period of one week.
International Immersion: It helps
students understand macroeconomic situation and parameters
of host country from business
management perspective. During the

immersion, students interact with
leading Chamber of Commerce,
global companies, attend lectures by
eminent professionals and business
heads on global economy and
business practices.
Industry Immersion: One day a
week, students work closely with a
company to learn how corporate
apply the theory in day-to-day
situations. The program helps bring
in the experiences of the students
into the on-campus learning
sessions.
Conclaves: In the past one year,
students at DSIMS have organised
five major conclaves in the areas of
Finance, HR, Economics, Marketing
and Supply Chain. These conclaves
are aimed at providing an
opportunity to the students to
interact with executives from the
industry and as a networking
opportunity.
WHY DSIMS: The two parameters
that make DSIMS a clear winner:
Global Mindset: DSIMS enables a
student to adopt and tailor global
practices to succeed in the Indian
socio-cultural and political business
ecosystem.
Employability: The process of
learning in DSIMS makes you a day
one job-ready manager, who can
contribute positively to the firm.
DSIMS has re-defined
management education by blending
the theoretical rigour and the harsh
market realities to forge a dynamic
manager who is effective from day
one. These immersions have shaped
the pedagogy of the institution and
converged the rigour of theory with
the constraints of practice to create
a day one job-ready manager.
For details, contact:
Durgadevi Saraf Institute of
Management Studies (DSIMS)
S.V. Road, Malad (W),
Mumbai - 400 064
Tel.: 022 66812311 / 25
Mob: 90044 44059 / 69
Email: admission@dsims.org.in
www.dsims.org.in

PILLAI INSTITUTE:
OFFERING THE BEST IN
MANAGEMENT STUDIES

>> PILLAI INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND RESEARCH,
NEW PANVEL, NAVI MUMBAI
stablished in 1998, Pillai Institute of
Management Studies and Research
is one of the premier educational institutes in Mumbai. The institute focuses
on developing leaders with a global perspective who are dedicated to adding
tremendous value to the organisations
that they join.
The college has a large alumni base of
over 2,200 students who are currently
based in over 30 countries. The alumni of
the college serve in a wide range of industries, including consulting, banking and
finance, media, human resources, technology, manufacturing, retail and many others. The alumni frequently contribute to
their alma mater by sharing their experiences with existing students as well as
placing them in some of the best companies in the world.
Due to its vast network of alumni and
the continuing success of its own work,
the institute has developed some of
the best facilities and infrastructure for
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TIPS TO SELECT THE RIGHT B-SCHOOL
ACCREDITATION
WHILE APPLYING TO AN INSTITUTE, ALWAYS EVALUATE THE ACCREDITATION. THIS ALSO GIVES
YOU A FAIR IDEA OF THE STANDARD OF EDUCATION.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
DEGREE PROGRAM
CHECK WHAT ARE THE COURSES
OFFERED AND SEE IF THEY OFFER
THE COURSE YOU HAVE BEEN
LONGING TO PURSUE. EVALUATE A
FEW OTHER INSTITUTES AS WELL.

COST EFFICIENCY

FACULTY

APPLY BASIC MATHS TO DERIVE
YOUR RETURNS AFTER THE DEGREE AND COMPARE IT TO THE INVESTMENT. ASSESS IF THE
DEGREE FEES IS WORTH IT AND
MAKE A CONSCIOUS CALL.

EVALUATING THE FACULTY MEMBERS BECOMES EXTREMELY IMPORTANT AS IT LARGELY DECIDES
WHAT YOU TAKE BACK. THE
KNOWLEDGE AND PERSPECTIVE
ARE VERY IMPORTANT.

>> PILLAI HOC INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT STUDIES AND
RESEARCH, RASAYANI

business education in India.
This includes the state-of-the-art classrooms, meeting spaces and conference
rooms, hostels, IT services, and one of the
most technologically-advanced libraries
in the country. The institute also has numerous tie ups with companies and institutions in many countries such as the US,
China, Europe and Singapore and frequently engages in student and faculty exchange programs as well as research tie
ups with them.
The Pillai Group of Institutions has
also established Pillai HOC Institute of
Management Studies and Research at
Rasayani to cope with the increased demand for admission to its management
program.
The college offers two-year Masters in
Management Studies (MMS) and PostGraduate Diploma in Management
(PGDM) for full-time students. For working professionals, it offers part-time and
short-term courses with an executive
MBA program (e-MBA) as well as a Management Development Program (MDP).
The topics range from communication,
banking, human resources, marketing international business, manufacturing and
many more and are taught by international subject experts with a blend of both academic and industry experience. The parent group of PIMSR, Mahatma
Education Society has become
one of the most recognisable
brands in education in Mumbai accepted by 35,000 students
and running over 48 institutions.
For more information, log on to:
www.pimsr.ac.in and www.mes.ac.in

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
THE STUDY MODEL
Business excellence model is one of the modules which is quite popular among students.
This program is executed under the mentorship of Prof T R Doongaj. He is a charismatic speaker and through this programme,
students understand the importance of various aspects of business excellence, including leadership, strategic management, and
other important pillars. Multiple sessions
are conducted across various area of business excellence and students are provided
various learning tools to facilitate their understanding of excellence model. Ethics is
very important for any business to grow and
this module emphasises the importance of
ethics in the current business environment.

VIDYALANKAR’S B-SCHOOL:
EXCELLENCE AS THE
HALLMARK
THE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE PROVIDES HOLISTIC LEARNING
TO STUDENTS WITH ACADEMIC COLLABORATION WITH HARVARD AND
ENSURES THEY RECEIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOME,
WHICH IS AN IMPORTANT DELIVERABLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
SB (Vidyalankar School of Business)
is the Business Management department of the Vidyalankar Institute of Technology. The institute offers an
MMS course recognised by Mumbai University in five streams: Marketing, Finance,
Operations, Human Resources and Systems
It also offers Part-time Management Courses, namely MMM,MFM and MHRDM to
working professionals who can juggle their
time between study and work and gain a PostGraduate degree in management from
Mumbai University.

V

TO STEP UP IN EXCELLENCE,
CORPORATE ETIQUETTE ARE VERY
IMPORTANT AND ARE CONDUCTED
BY PROFESSIONAL TRAINERS FROM
THE DALE CARNEGIE INSTITUTE
EXPERIENCED FACULTY MEMBERS
Faculty members get trained through case
workshops, instructor-led training, eLearning, business simulations, videos, group discussions, and reading material by Harvard
Business Publishing.
Vidyalankar is headed by Dr Ankush
Sharma, Industrial and Production Engineer, Post-graduate and PhD in Management, with more than a decade of experience in industry/research. He has been associated with IIM Ahmedabad and is also a
panel member for Selection of IIM students.

He heads a group of respected faculty members drawn from the industry as well as academia.
Prof. T.R.Doongaji, ex-MD, Tata Group, is
Dean Corporate Excellence, and Prof. Suryanarayanan, ex-IDBI, CGM, Mumbai, is DeanCorporate Relations.
PLACEMENT HIGHLIGHTS
As placements are a key deliverable,
Vidyalankar remains quite active on this
front. An excellent industry connect has enabled placements in premier companies like
ICICI Securities, Reliance Group, Tata Group
and other premium companies. The intellectual capital and teaching methodology
notwithstanding, a substantial contribution
to the success of the students can also be ascribed to the soft-skills training that
Vidyalankar students undergo.
THE MISSION
Vidyalankar believes academic deliverable
and industry readiness are very important
to enhance the intellectual capital of students. Classroom learning experiences are
very important. Nowadays, add-on courses
are the need of the day. Along with the prescribed syllabus, it is also important to provide students various other opportunities
which can catalyse industry readiness of
students. Vidyalankar has taken extra initiative to add further courses in the current
structure. Students also feel motivated when
they are exposed to the best of current academia- industry modules which facilitate
their learning as budding corporate managers.

>> PROF. T.R.DOONGAJI,
DEAN CORPORATE EXCELLENCE

Following are some of the add-on programmes which Vidyalankar provides to
the students:
THE INTERNATIONAL CONNECTION
The Dale Carnegie Institute has a very deep
and strong connect with Vidyalankar. Students are exposed to all aspects of corporate
grooming, and are especially prepared for a
Group Discussion as well as Personal Interview. To step up in excellence, corporate
etiquette are very important and are conducted by professional trainers from the Dale
Carnegie Institute, it provides an opportunity for Vidyalankar’s students to understand current grooming practices and students also get exposure to soft-skills and important aspects of corporate grooming.

RELEVANCE OF CASE STUDIES
Case studies are a very important learning
tool in the management education space.
They are a widely accepted pedagogical tool
in management education and they give an
opportunity to students to understand business situations in the real world. Case studies help students to probe, participate, relate, understand and take part in the managerial decision making process.
Vidyalankar in association with Harvard
Business has designated a program, Harvard MBAPro. It is an arrangement under
which teaching is carried out under the

Harvard Methodology. Every week, students
are exposed to various current cases and
these case studies facilitate learning for
Vidyalankar faculty from premium cases.
It is very important to provide an emphasis
on Learning Outcome,which is a very important output of any education dimension.
Vidyalankar always ensures that students
gets the best in the field of their learning.
Vidyalankar, in its corridors, ensures participative and collective learning from case
studies for students..
One more initiative which Vidyalankar
has taken is to provide simulation course
through Tata Interactive Services. An exercise named as Topsim is conducted where

students are engaged with simulation (realtime ) and class rooms are designed as corporate board rooms where students discuss
various situations and take decisions assessing various competencies and constraints of business environment.
Vidyalankar believes in the philosophy
of its founder Prof. Deshpande of ‘Learn,
Earn and Return’. All the above mentioned
courses for which students get a separate
certificate is provided by the institute to
the students. Students should get the best
academic and industry learning and hence
the concept of add-on courses is one of
Vidyalankar's powerful initiatives to emphasise on important learning outcomes.
MMS prescribed courses are taught by internal faculty as well as very renowned industry leaders and other visiting faculty
which gives the right blend of inputs to
Vidyalankar students. One of the students
at Vidyalankar, says, “We are fortunate to be
a part of the Management Programme at
Vidyalankar. The institute builds industryready Students and we are privileged to gain
through institute initiative which helps in
a long way and build our career in right direction.”
Vidyalankar organises ‘Visage’, a management festival, every year in the month of
March. This year, the festival is scheduled
on 7-8 March 2013 where management students across Mumbai and Maharashtra participate and learn various management aspects in organising such event.
Normally, Saturday afternoons at
Vidyalankar are reserved for CEOs and senior industry leaders to share their experience with students through guest lecture series. “Industry veterans talking to student
helps them to directly correlate with current industry situations,” adds Prof Suryanaryanan - Dean Corporate Relations.
Vidyalankar provides holistic learning to
students and ensures they receive the best
possible learning outcome, which is an important deliverable of higher education.
For more information,
contact: 022-24161126
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i CONNECT: WELCOME
TO THE NEXT-GEN
BUSINESS EDUCATION
CONNECTING THE INDIVIDUAL, INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTE: THE ITM
PGDM ICONNECT HAS TRANSFORMED THE MBA AS WE KNOW IT
ust a month ago, in January 2013,
Amit reported for his first day of
work at the Indian head office of a
global electronics giant. Nervous,
hesitant and worried whether he could
handle the challenges of what lay ahead,
Amit quietly took his place in the plush,
well-furnished training room, alongside
four other new recruits, waiting for the induction session to start.
The silent tension in the room was palpable as they waited. Suddenly, the door
whooshed open, and a familiar face entered the room, immediately bringing a bit
of relief to the nervous group. “Hey guys,
your reporting manager will be coming in
a few minutes…don’t worry, okay! I am going to be right by your side for the next six
months!” said Prof. Dutta to his group of
students. “Guys, this is a terrific opportunity, and I’ve mapped out your job profiles

J

WE HAVE COMPLETELY
REDESIGNED THE PGDM
PROGRAM, LITERALLY FROM
THE FIRST SESSION RIGHT
UP TO CONVOCATION
together with your manager, and its going
to be a real learning experience for you!”
And so began Amit’s ‘iConnect Core’
six-month internship experience, as part of
the ITM PGDM iConnect 2012 program. In
boardrooms and training rooms across India, over 700 ITM PGDM iConnect students
have begun their six-month internship at
companies such as Volkswagen, Godrej,
Aditya Birla Group, Taj Hotels, Pidilite and
more. In fact, over 20 Pre-Placement Offers
(PPOs) have already been made just 30
days into the internship.
“These are no ordinary internships,”
says Dr. P.V. Ramana, Chairperson of the
ITM Group of Institutions. “These are not
like your typical two-month summer internships, these are not part-time jobs;
each internship company is carefully selected, the work profiles are clearly defined
to include specific learning outcomes, research objectives and real ‘get-your-handsdirty’ work experiences.”

More importantly, a faculty guide is embedded right alongside the student in the
internship. The faculty guide visits the internship company on a monthly schedule,
spends quality time with the intern and
his manager, to teach and guide the intern
right where he is working, and to ensure
the job requirements and expectations of
the company are being satisfied. “It’s like
having a batting coach by my side, giving
me advice on my form and posture, how to
play shots I’ve never attempted,” beams
Amit, who in just two months has made
his first quarterly-sales forecast report and
presented it to his team – something he
had never done before!
The PGDM iConnect Core internship is
the center-piece of the radically different,
totally redesigned PGDM program at all
ITM Business School campuses. “When we
say ‘Radically different’, we really mean it!
We have completely redesigned the PGDM
program, literally from the first session
right up to convocation. We’ve left nothing
untouched in developing the most unique
post-graduate business program any
B-school offers in India, and perhaps in the
world,” says Nitin Putcha, VP –Operations
at ITM.
The ITM PGDM iConnect program came
out of a pressing need to respond to the
feedback that the industry has given us
about their expectations of business graduates. While the ITM PGDM program has
been well accepted by employers for over
20 years, the requirements of business
have changed dramatically in the last five
years.
The worlds of business and technology
have converged, and the complexity and
volatility of the business environment demands that aspiring managers be able to
produce results on Day-one. Employers
have told us, “There is no more time for
management trainee programs, no more
time to give a fresh MBA graduate the
space to learn the ropes of the
business…we need Day-One Productivity!
Can you deliver that?”
This realisation sparked off a profound
discussion within ITM. “We needed to look
at the implication of this environmental
shift and its effect on how we teach and
coach aspiring managers. To ensure that
our response to the industry would be a

serious, game-changing effort,
I personally assembled and led
a high-level research team
over 14 months. We conducted
extensive ‘open-ended’ discussions with
over a 100 CEOs and business heads across
India. We wanted to tap into their thoughts
and critical ideas in an unfiltered, unprompted manner,” says Dr. P.V. Ramana,
Chairperson of ITM Group.
The crucial discoveries made were in
four areas: Day-One Productivity, Attitudi-

nal Change, Real-world work-skills and indepth functional knowledge. The research
team then went into ideation-mode, to
come up with a model of business education that could really, seriously address
these four areas. The result of this ideation
is the ITM PGDM iConnect program,
launched in June 2012.
WHAT IS ICONNECT?
The ITM PGDM iConnect program has
been redesigned to deliver updated,
streamlined industry-relevant curriculum,
in an interactive and activity focused
method. Doing away with the usual twomonth summer internship, the ITM PGDM
features a six-month internship, which
will provide immersive industry experience, with continuous on-site faculty support, employer feedback and tangible skill
development. In addition, the program features a concurrent NGO project.
Realising that students from different
backgrounds and development levels come
together at ITM, and need different types
of training and support in non-academic
areas, the iConnect program features a

two-year 'Insight Sessions' track which delivers continuous interventions in professional and personal growth. “The Insight
Sessions focus on building the essential
work-skills of the students all through the
two years, making them immensely employable and confident of their capabilities,” says Prof. RSS Mani, VP–Institutional Development.
In addition, throughout the two-year
program, students are prepared for their
future employment through a set of intensive ‘Career Management Sessions’, which
focus on getting ready for the all-important
placement process. “Most B-Schools just
manage to squeeze in some last-minute ‘interview skills’ and resume writing workshops before placement season. We realised that this was just not enough, and
that this is a major development requirement for our students,” says Dr. P.V.
Ramana.
iConnect is the term that is coined for
this never-before attempted idea, of really
connecting the individual, industry and the institute in a way that enhances the experience
for all stakeholders.
ITM Group offers the
AICTE-approved ITM
PGDM iConnect program at its campuses in
Bengaluru, Chennai,
Mumbai, Navi Mumbai,
Warangal and Hyderabad. The ITM PGDM
iConnect 2013-15 will offer specialisations in
Marketing and Digital
Media, HRM, Finance, SCM and Logistics,
Information Technology and Pharma Management, with the choice of specialisations
varying by campus.
ITM-Global Leadership Centre is a
‘B-School for specialists’ that offers specialised PGDM iConnect programs in
International Business, Human Resources
and Retail Management, at the campuses
in Navi Mumbai and Chennai. ITM-Insti-

tute of Financial Markets offers India’s
first and most respected specialised
PGDM: Financial Markets program, at the
Navi Mumbai campus.
Its newest specialisation program, Digital Media Marketing, is the hottest new
field for marketers in India, and ITM has
worked closely with industry leaders and
marketing gurus to develop a full-scale
PGDM program that will produce fullytrained digital marketing professionals,
with in-depth knowledge of social media,
digital and mobile marketing and online
media strategy. With the iConnect Core
digital media internship, and training by
experts from the industry, this program
can be a career defining experience for students.
ITM PGDM programs enjoy a 100%
placement track record at all its campuses,
with many alumni reaching top levels of
their professions in their respective industries in a very short period of time. “Many
of our alumni have progressed very rapidly in their
careers, with some of the
younger alumni reaching levels of Vice-President and Director in as short a period as
seven years,” says an elated
Dr. Ramana.
Over the last two decades,
ITM has launched the careers
of thousands of business professionals in India and the
world over. With seven highly
ranked B-schools in operation over two decades, the
ITM Group of Institutions is
truly an industry leader in
management education.
The application deadline for all ITM
PGDM iConnect programs is March 30,
2013.
Reach out to us, connect with us and
visit our campuses and learn about the
iConnect experience! Speak to an
Admissions Counselor on the ITM
Admissions Helpline at 1800-209-9727 or
E-mail: admissions@itm.edu.
Website: www.itm.edu

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
the IB program, the Centre has
launched a parallel program at
ITM's Chennai campus. ITM-GLC
has partnered with East Asia Institute of Management, a premier bschool in Singapore to deliver an
Asia focused study and industry experience. “With East Asian
economies leading the way in
growth and innovation, this program has the potential to become
the premier IB program in coming
years,” says Prof. Lakshmi Mohan,
Dy. Director of ITM-GLC Chennai.

PGDM-FINANCIAL MARKETS:
CREATING VALUE FOR
FINANCE AND BFSI CAREERS
he industry of financial markets and products persistently
become more complex because
of technology advancement, increasing needs of users and competition among providers.
The ’90s witnessed the emergence
of the securities market as a major
source of finance for trade and industry. Equity markets provided the
required platform for companies
and start-up businesses to raise
money. Today, the business sectors
have reached almost every doorstep
in the country, attracting a larger
crowd.
Finance leaders such as advisers,
traders, operations financial, salespeople and IT personnel, including
high-level managers - need to understand the products, the markets
they deal in, and the users and risks
involved. Lawyers, accountants,
consultants and regulators who frequently interact with financial
firms also need this knowledge.
Established in 2003, ITM-Institute
of Financial Markets grew to create
financial market leaders with the
know how that is required by leading players in the global financial
markets. ITM-IFM’s most respected
program is the PGDM: Financial
Markets, designed to qualify you to
take on careers within the dynamic
global economic spectrum. With
well-equipped technology and professional faculty, ITM-IFM has
achieved top ratings from CRISILscoring ‘A*’ in Maharashtra and ‘A’
at pan-India level.
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As part of the program, ITM-IFM
gives you the opportunity to further
refine your business talents by
adding well known and industry accepted certificates to your PGDM
iConnect: (FM). Students can qualify for certification from the Global
Certifications: Chartered Institute
for Securities and Investment
(CISI), the Certified Personal Financial Advisor (CPFA), NSE's Certification in Financial Markets
(NCFM) and the Professional Risk
Managers International Association (PRMIA).

ITM IFM'S PGDM:
FINANCIAL MARKETS
PROGRAM INCLUDES
CERTIFICATION
TRAINING FROM CISI
UK, CPFA, NCFM AND
PRMIA, HIGH VALUE
CERTIFICATIONS
VALUED BY FINANCE
COMPANIES
What makes this program unique
is its in-depth exposure of the best
practices of financial markets, focusing on equity analysis, financial
research, trading of equities, forex,
commodities and derivates and
more. With Finance, Capital

Markets, Insurance and Risk Management, there is a wide range of
courses that the students can
choose from.
“We designed this program keeping in mind the fast growth of the
financial sector in the country today. We believe that financial markets offer excellent and lucrative career opportunities for professionals
looking to make their mark in this
field, as it is a highly evolving and
challenging field,” said Dr. K.S.
Murthy, Director of ITM Institute of
Financial Markets.
As a student of the PGDM iConnect-(FM), a student at ITM-IFM
will be absorbed in a hands-on program of higher learning. With valuation training, Applied Portfolio
Management Practicum, Business
simulation Lab and Experiencebased Learning, a student will journey through to strike the soil. Live
Dealing Room is available to students each day to simulate trading
where the daily feeds from NSE and
BSE are mapped for real-life experiences. The program has successfully managed to bring out a number
of successful graduates and alumni
who have profited tremendously
from the program.
“ITM has given me enough knowledge and exposure and given me the
confidence of achieving something
significant in life. With this confidence I have now entered the new
and booming industry of commodities. Now after five years of experience in this field, I have attained a
reputation of well-versed technical
expertise and media exposure,” says
Dharmesh Bhatia, an alumnus of
ITM-Institute of Financial Markets
who is currently working as an Associate Vice-President - Research
with Kotak Commodities Ltd.
The PGDM-Financial Markets
program from ITM-Institute of Financial Markets is a suitable choice
for aspirants who are seeking
growth in finance and other related
industries.
The application deadline for
the program is March 30, 2013.
For more information, students
may request an information
brochure or speak to an
Admissions Counselor by calling
the ITM Admissions
Helpline at 1800-209-9727
Email:pgdm.admissions@itm.edu

-school trends come and go,
but one innovative trend that
has gained a foothold in the
MBA field is the creation of specialized MBA/PGDM programs. Some
of the top B-schools across the
world are creating this new breed of
specialised programs, attracting
students and cementing their brand
identities at a time when competition among schools for the best students is intense.
YOUR CHOICE: GENERAL OR
SPECIALISED?
The choice between a specialised
MBA/PGDM or a mainstream program depends a lot on the specialisations offered and the track record
of the B-school. Also important is
the extent of industry-linkage- a
specialised program that just offers
more courses and topics in the field
is just doing lip-service to the concept. Students should look out for
programs that have established collaborations with industry, provide
targeted internships and focused
real-world experience in the chosen
field.
For aspirants looking for a reputed PGDM program and a specialisation that is in demand by industry,
ITM-Global Leadership Centre
(ITM-GLC) is an excellent choice.
Founded in 2002, as a part of the
ITM Group of Institutions, ITMGLC has emerged as a leader in the
development of specialised professionals. The Centre’s specialised
PGDM programs are more advanced, more intensive and deliver
deeper and wider exposure to students. ITM-GLC offers AICTE approved, specialised PGDM programs in Navi Mumbai and Chennai.
ITM-GLC's programs have been
thoroughly redesigned as part of a
radical rethink of the PGDM program offered by the ITM Group in
all its member institutes. ITM has
branded these redesigned programs
as ‘iConnect’- featuring redesigned
curriculum, an in-depth six-month
industry internship with an integrated professional and career development track throughout the
programs.
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SPECIALISED MBAS:
ZEROING IN ON THE
HOTTEST SECTORS
Prof. BVR Murthy, Deputy Director of ITM-GLC, says, “We strive to
be different at ITM-GLC. There are
thousands of B-Schools to choose
from, but few can offer the kind of
focused, specialised training that
we do.” From the in-depth curriculum to an extended industry internship, ITM-GLC’s specialised PGDM
programs stand apart from the
mainstream MBA/PGDM programs of the competition. ITMGLC offers three such programs- in
International Business, Retail Management and Marketing, and Human Resources Management.

DEEP INSIGHTS INTO A
FIELD, RATHER THAN
WIDE COVERAGE OF
GENERAL
MANAGEMENT IS THE
CONCEPT DRIVING
SPECIALISED MBAS
CREATING GLOBAL MANAGERS
The PGDM iConnect-International Business program is designed to
with a 10-week European Study
Tour, taking students to its partner
B-Schools in Hungary and France
to be trained by international faculties and get directly exposed to the
realities of business in the Europe.
ITM-GLC has partnered two of the
EU's top b-schools, Groupe ESSCA
in Hungary and EM Normandie in
France to develop a program that
focuses on the nuances of business
practices in both Western and Eastern Europe through company visits, interactions with executives
from top corporate organisations
and live projects.
With the tremendous success of

MANAGING THE MANAGERS:
THE HR SPECIALIST PROGRAM
The PGDM iConnect-Human Resources Management has emerged
as one of the most popular choices
at ITM-GLC. With the iConnect redesign, program participants shall
get an even more in-depth exposure to the operational and strategic aspects of HR, through live
projects and the opportunity to
gain valuable insights through the
six-month internship. The program is powered by a terrific
group of core faculties and industry experts, with a slew of top
companies and consulting firms
that regularly recruit here.
SERVING UP RETAIL CAREERS
Designed in collaboration with
industry professionals and tailored to the modern retailing scenario in India, the PGDM iConnect: Retail Management and Marketing program has evolved with
changing times. The program now
focuses on retail technology, service innovation, logistics, and supply chain management among other key areas, which are the leading
issues in the retailing sector today.
Supported by collaborations with
the Industry's top retail companies, the program is one of ITM’s
most successful specialized programs. This is evident when one
looks at all the top retail and marketing companies that are snapping up graduates from this program.

The admissions
deadline for ITM-GLC
is March 30, 2013.
For more information on the
specialized PGDM programs at
ITM-GLC, call 1800-209-9727
or email:
pgdm.admissions@itm.edu
www.itm.edu/pgdm/glc.php

